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President’s Message

Changes at the Helm ...
As your new president I want to thank the outgoing members of the KNL
Board (Darren McDonald, Mark Simpson, Louise Green, Ian Fong and
Deanne Penney) for their contributions in making our club the success it is
today. I would also like to welcome our new board members (Paul Benson,
Andrew Stewart, Marie Wall, Dave Ennis, Barb Young and Ray Dunphy).
I would like to thank our outgoing president Neil Burgess for all his efforts.
During Neil’s leadership a lot of big ticket items have finally been put to
bed. Things like the Constitution, Strategic Planning and the Environmental Code of Ethics, just to name a few. This hard work leaves our new
board in a position to muster our energies and focus more on our membership. We look forward to hearing your thoughts and ideas — it’s the key to
our success. So please feel free to contact any of our board members with
your suggestions, comments or concerns.
I would like to thank Peter Armitage for all his hard work as editor of Ebb
and Flow. This publication speaks volumes for the efforts of Peter and his
group. Peter has now stepped down as editor and has handed the torch off
to Neil Burgess. Neil will soon be hot on the trail for new stories, trip reports and such, so please think about making a contribution.
Sue Duffett has done a great job organizing a well rounded Calendar of
Events for the winter and I hope it has something for everyone. Thank you
Sue.
This winter will see some of us honing our skills and socializing at the pool
sessions. Some paddlers will venture out for a paddle on a nice winters day,
and I encourage paddlers to practice safety first.
See you on the water,
Ty

Message from the Editor
Peter Armitage recently stepped down as the editor of Ebb & Flow. KNL
members can thank Peter for transforming this newsletter over the years into
the high-quality source of paddling information, news, and local photos that
we enjoy reading. I will do my best to maintain the high standards Peter has
set. I also want to acknowledge the hours of hard work done by Louise
Green and Richard Alexander in laying out and proofing past issues of Ebb
& Flow. My new role as editor is a challenge I look forward to. This newsletter plays a vital role for our club, which I hope to foster.
Neil Burgess
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Newfoundland
A place in my heart

by Wendy Killoran

Wind whistles again through the
tree tops on this August day, a relentless reminder that I’m a sea
kayaker practicing patience and
respect for the sea. A tempestuous
sea rolls wave after strong, whitecapping wave in a spray of unfurled
power onto the gravel beach. It is a
land day. Again the sea is too omnipotent. I am chomping at the bit
to complete this journey with 165
kilometers remaining to be paddled.
How does one summarize a 3,000
kilometre circumnavigation of the
“Rock”, Newfoundland’s moniker?
The experience has transcended
deep into the core of my being.
The solitude on the water has been
profound. With the exception of the
fishermen mainly focused on their
frenzied work and not some anomalous paddler, I have only met birds,
whales, fish, and porpoises on this
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vast expanse of this aqueous realm.
I have found it unbelievable in this
paddling paradise, that I have not
met a single paddler in a kayak on
the water unexpectedly, after more
than three months of paddling. I
have tried to comprehend why.
Is it because I have paddled
amongst cliffs and ledges exposed
fully to the powers of the sea, offering no respite and protection for
dozens of kilometers? Paddling
“round the Rock” has given me a
genuine appreciation for this unique
place on the eastern edge of Canada, jutting out into the vast North
Atlantic Ocean, from my unique
point of vantage.
The challenges have come at me
fast and furious. With lengthy paddling days allowing no possibility
for safe landings for often at least
eight hours of confinement in my

cockpit, and in my dry suit, I have
learned to endure discomfort and to
accept these lengthy days as an opportunity to extend my own personal limits. Hour after hour, I have
paddled with a rhythmical cadence
along cliffs of rock tumbling into
the ocean like a fortress’ protective
walls. I paddled with urgency,
never quite relaxed, always aware
that the conditions could change in
the wink of an eye from a placid
place of contemplation to a fury of
unrelenting power, challenging my
skills and strength. I gazed in constant wonder at the stark beauty of
the towering mountains, and the
ledges of limestone, always anxious
that the whisper of wind rippling
the water could become a full-blast
gale. More than once I found myself paddling with all my strength
and courage to reach the sanctuary
(Cont’d. on page 4) Newfoundland
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Newfoundland (Cont’d. from pg 3)
of a cove or harbour. Always I arrived relieved and humbled. It often
felt like I played a risky game of
Russian roulette, and as the journey
progressed, I found it increasingly
difficult to muster more strength,
courage and motivation to risk another day upon the unpredictable
sea.
The weather conditions have been
as vast as the new vocabulary I
have learnt from the Newfoundlanders I have had the opportunity
to meet. I have been blessed with
calm, comfortable, sunny days, but
I have also paddled through pouring
rain that stings the flesh with its
cold, needle-like assault, covering
the water in bouncing pop-corn kernels, leaving an artist’s canvas covered in pointillism dots. I hunkered
bent far forward, reaching low,
head buried in my Gore-Tex hood,
relishing the downpour showering
everything it fell upon. I have paddled in fog so utterly dense, that I
could not see ten meters beyond the
kayak’s bow. I was ensconced in a
blind world with a 360 degree view
of water far from land, sometimes
for over an hour. This particular
time in Exploits Bay, hopping from
island to island spread at least five
kilometers apart, not even a hint of
wind blew. I was in a silent world

… I felt like I
was sitting on a
bucking horse
in a rodeo, paddling … for all
I was worth.
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of extremely limited visibility. I use
only topographic map and compass
to navigate. I started to appreciate
the merits of a GPS. I learned to
trust my navigational skills and to
remain confident where it was easy
to become disoriented. Confidence
is mandatory when paddling “round
the Rock”. I have experienced idyllic paddling conditions throughout
the day only to be challenged by a
strong blast of wind as fatigue was
setting in. I was watching a line of
white approach me across the Strait
of Belle Isle. Within minutes, I felt
like I was sitting on a bucking horse
in a rodeo, paddling the last two
kilometers across Pistolet Bay for
all I was worth. I was yet again
humbled when I set foot ashore on
the outskirts of Cook’s Harbour
near the northern extremity of the
Northern Peninsula.

Along the south shore, I’d paddled
with my new friend, Freya Hoffmeister, an accomplished, exuberant German paddler, who less than
a month later became Greenlandic
champion in Sisimiut, Greenland.
We shared laughs, challenges, and
each other’s companionship, but
when she left to return to her homeland, I continued paddling solo, first
admittedly with a sense of apprehension, then with growing confidence, and finally with a feeling of
loneliness as the weeks flowed into
months. A friend provides support,
emotionally and physically. I learnt
the value of a compatible paddling
partner and was recognizing the
magnitude of my journey. To paddle solo “round the Rock” was in a
different league from paddling with
a partner, yet being solo, opened
doors literally, as I stepped ashore.

The excitement and newness of an
expedition eventually wears away
to the reality of the monotony and
hardships faced on a daily basis.
And as a solo expedition, as the
kilometers flowed in the wake of
my kayak, I felt the loneliness.

As the journey progressed, I felt the
fatigue. To paddle eight hours a day
or more, day after day, took its toll.
It could be compared to running a
marathon, which is 40 kilometers in
length, five days a week or more. It
became increasingly difficult to rise
(Cont’d. on page 11) Newfoundland
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Ski Jump Falls

some small rapids, you come upon
Letterbox, a nasty undercut slot that
can trap you in your kayak if you
pencil in, plus a big stopper to push
you back the way you came.
Some class 2+ rapids bring you to
Ski Jump Falls, a small drop and
rooster tail that gives you a nice
little boost and sends you on your
way.

Paddling in
Scotland
by Dave Ennis
Last October I arrived in Aberdeen,
Scotland for a few months of work
and immediately set about contacting kayaking clubs in the area. I had
called several university clubs in
the area, but to no avail since you
had to be a student at the university
to rent equipment or join the club.

The next morning Andy and his
wife Jo (Joanne) were up cooking a
massive breakfast of bacon, eggs,
oatmeal, sausage, and fried tomatoes with plenty of coffee and juice
to wash it all down with. Those
who know me understand how
much I appreciated this breakfast.

After expressing my frustration to
one of my UK colleagues he suggested searching for a local "canoe"
club. Within minutes I was on the
phone (a.k.a mobile) to the Andy
Yule of the Cults Canoe Club, who
arranged to pick me up that evening
for their pool session. Immediately
after arriving at the pool I was being fitted into some loaner gear for
a trip to the west coast of Scotland
for the upcoming weekend.

Soon we were leaving Roy Bridge
heading through Fort William on
A82 through Glencoe to Glen Etive.
Although it was a short drive
though the Glens, we passed
through some of the most beautiful
scenery I had seen while I was
there.

Two days later I was traveling
across the beautiful Scottish Highlands, passing too many distilleries
to count (the Scottish equivalent to
Tim Horton’s I suspect). We arrived on the west coast in about
three hours to our hostel nestled in
the Hills of Roy Bridge. Soon we
were tucking into some hearty pub
meals and a pint.
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Arriving in Glen Etive we suited up
and jumped in our boats.
The Etive is a class 4 pool
drop river, considered to be
one of the best river runs in
Scotland and likely the most
photographed due its accessibility.

The next rapid, Crack of Doom, is
probably the most technical rapid
on the Etive. Boulders lead to a
drop sideways into a fissure quickly
followed by a three-meter fall into a
clean pool. After seeing some carnage, I decided to put in above the
three-meter drop.
Following this and a short portage
we seal launched with the help of
Andy (basically throwing us off the
cliff) and ran down The Great Water Slide, a five-meter rock slide,
with a nice drop at the end.
This delivered us to Right Angle
Falls, an awkward right-angle drop
around a rock dog-leg leading into a
small eddy on the brink of a long
fall.
There is much potential for a pin at
the right angle and it can be tricky
to get out, so bank support is essential. The drop is just under sevenmeters, and as I was told, can create
(Continued on page 14) Scotland

Crack of Doom

The run starts off with Triple Falls which is a quick
double drop followed by a
four-meter plunge and a
good sinus cleansing. After
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Close Call: My Kayak Adventure in Labrador
When my friend (Paddler 1) asked
me in February, if I was interested
in going sea kayaking from Cartwright to Mary’s Harbour with Paddler 2 and his son Paddler 3, I
thought: sure, sounds like fun. The
fact that I had never been in a kayak
before didn’t bother me. I managed
to get into a borrowed one 3 times
before boarding the ferry for Cartwright. Paddler 1 and I spent a lot
of time ordering safety gear, food,
and anything else we could think of
to make our trip “safe and comfortable” (two words that would elude
us on many occasions.) That little
voice in my head was screaming at
the top of his lungs “DON’T GO,
YOU FOOL”. I ignored it.

seasick, I grabbed some Gravol before I left home and offered him
one (still in the nice foil pouch) he
thinks it looks funny but I say it
probably just melted a bit. I then
read the box and see that they are
suppositories (Hey, Gravol is Gravol). Our first big test was Table
Bay, an 11-km stretch across open
water (or 40-50 km via the shoreline) Entry Island is halfway across
and we stopped there for a break.
The waves had white caps and the
wind was from the east at 10-15 kts.
I was now quite scared. Waves
were coming over the boat regularly
but the protective skirt worked perfectly, no water got in the boat. Ar-

The trip began on the 23rd of July
at 9:30 am in the calm waters of
Cartwright Harbour. As we exited
the harbor, I saw my first whale.
What a thrill!!! The water got choppier and the wind got stronger, paddling was going slow but steady.
We stopped on Cartwright Island to
look at the original stone foundation
of the house of Mr. George Cartwright. We finished our first day
after completing 35 kms. A little
wiser and a lot tired.

That little voice
in my head was
screaming at the
top of its lungs
DON’T GO,
YOU FOOL!

Awoke on day 2 at 5:30 am in a fog
bank. The sun had burned off the
fog by 7am and we are on the water
by 7:30 am. What a morning!! We
saw porpoises, seals, whales and
many types of birds. It was exactly
what I hoped it would be: easy paddle, calm wind, gentle seas and lots
of sun. By mid morning the sun was
still shining but the wind and seas
had picked up, in our face. The
waves had gotten choppier every
day, I was beginning to worry about
my ability to handle rough water.
By lunch, Paddler 3 was feeling
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I ignored it.
rived on the south side of Table Bay
by 8 pm. The big challenge was
over (thanked God for his protection. It is funny how danger quickly
brings your thoughts to God). We
had brought a SAT phone with us
and Paddler 2 was to call his wife
every two days. PHONE DIDN’T
WORK!! This was our only means
of contact with the outside world
and it really bothered me that the
phone didn’t work.
Day 3, I woke at 4:45 am, by 6 am

by David Ryan

we knew that we couldn’t go anywhere due to poor weather. Good
thing, as I had stomach flu with diarrhea; took one of those yummy
Gravol (orally) and went back to
bed. By noon I felt a little better and
so was the weather, we paddled
from noon until 6 pm, we had our
camp set up by 7 pm and then it
started to rain. The tent seemed to
work great: dry, safe and comfortable. The SAT phone still didn’t
work and I was still bothered by
that. Really started to miss my wife
and my two boys.
Day 4, rained hard all night, really
miserable out, by 6 am the rain and
fog were still keeping us ashore. I
was still sick with the flu, slept until
11:30 am. The rain stopped but still
foggy with high surf. We tried to
get in 10-12 kms after lunch and we
all get our first look at “White
Point.” Really rough water and hard
paddling for about 90 minutes. We
found calmer water after rounding
the point and stopped at Indian
Tickle, an abandoned fishing village. We used one of the abandoned
homes to get warm, fed and dry.
Found a fresh water source (the last
one was a little boggy) and got
some of the salt out of my hair and
clothes.
Day 5 started with a 5 am wake-up
call from Paddler 2. Sunny and
calm, got going by 6:30 am. Wonderful morning, got lost in a
swampy shoal, trying to cut a corner. Forty-five minutes later we
were back on track. By noon we
had completed 23 kms. After lunch,
the wind picked up (in our face,
again) and after 12-13 kms Paddler
1 and I were ready to call it a day.
But we were talked into going
(Continued on page 15) Labrador
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What is that thing?

by Bob Gendron
Being a kayaking and canoeing enthusiast since childhood, I opted to
get into outrigger canoeing a few
years ago and have not looked back.
Historical descriptions of outrigger
canoeing can be traced back to the
19th century and ancient Polynesia.
The solo outrigger canoe, or OC-1,
evolved out of a requirement for a
solo workout and training vessel for
OC-6 paddlers. Hulls are 15 inches
wide, sit-on-tops with a single lefthand outrigger called an Ama which
is attached to the main hull by detachable tubular bars called Iakos.
The paddler must "leash" him/
herself to the canoe usually via an
ankle line to the hull or iako since
the canoes are so light that a capsize
(Huli) in wind could separate the
paddler from the canoe fast enough
to leave the paddler stranded. Advantages of the design and construction of OC-1s are hull speed,
stability in extremely rough water
and ease of self recovery. A racer
can ride swells for hours using coordinated bursts of paddling efforts
to steer from wave to wave and thus
rest the body. This is how the Molokai Challenge, a 32-mile channel
crossing in Hawaii, is possible in a
little over 3 and a half hours for a
solo paddler and for which Karal
Tresnak holds the record.
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The boats themselves are fragile
and our coastal geography of heavy
surf and rocky beaches tends to
make put-ins and take-outs tricky.
Canoes can be made in Kevlar
which minimizes damage. Most
images of OC-1 paddling come
from Pacific sources and show paddlers in boardshorts and T-shirts
and not ever wearing PFDs. The
rational is that the canoe, being
leashed to the paddler, offers the
floatation and thermal protective
clothing is not necessary due to the
warmer water temperatures on the
West Coast. Considering the risks
of hypothermia during ocean paddling in Newfoundland on an OC-1,
one should always wear thermal
protection, a PFD and use the ankle
leash. A bicycle inner tube wrapped
around the front iako could be used
for a wide variety of emergency
purposes such as to lash a broken
iako or failed iako-ama connection.
Another disadvantage is cargo
space, which can be quite minimal
on a racing style OC-1. Costs for
OC-1s run in the same range as the
higher end glass or Kevlar sea kayaks.
Advantages to outrigger canoeing
in Newfoundland are that our ocean
waters can indeed be similar to

what the paddlers of today might
encounter in Hawaii. The thrill and
excitement of feeling the nose dropping, gripping the face and steering
on an ocean swell on an OC-1 is
like nothing else. Paddling proficiency leads to being able to fly the
ama where one uses a righthand
low brace to be able to lean and
raise the ama out of the water and
ride only on the hull while surfing.
One difference between paddling a
kayak and an OC-1 canoe is that the
body position is more like that of
riding a bicycle, where the torso is
angled forward for more of the
stroke and the legs positioned
straight in line rather than knees
splayed out. I prefer this position
for a paddling workout and for
some reason feel a lot less arm and
leg numbness and fatigue when
paddling an OC-1.
Regardless of whether to call the
OC-1 a canoe, a kayak, or a banana
boat (as my former neighbor called
mine), OC-1 is a form of ocean
paddling that people around the
world seem to get into with a strong
sense of enthusiasm. The members
of KNL and the local paddlers have
been fantastic in their warm welcome to me in the few times I have
joined group paddles. However, I
don't know of a single other person
on the island with an OC-1 but
would love to hear from them if
they are out there. Maybe someday,
a supported OC-1 race comparable
to the Molokai Challenge might be
paddled here … perhaps the Trinity
Challenge?
… PULL!

For those interested in learning
more, a wealth of information and
links can be found at:
www.ocpaddler.com
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This is the first of three articles on
waves; the others are Waves along
the Coast and Waves at the Shore.
The articles outline facts concerning waves and relate these to sea
kayaking. The articles fill a need, as
books on sea kayaking often say
little about waves and books on
waves say nothing about sea kayaking.
Seamanship is the art and science of
managing a vessel at sea. A vital
part of seamanship is understanding
the ocean, including waves. As sea
kayakers we need knowledge and
skills that go beyond good paddling
technique, especially when kayaking in exposed areas (or even in
sheltered areas when conditions
worsen).

Waves Generally
1. Properties of Waves
Waves are “successive ridges with
intervening troughs ... which advance in undulatory motion”. The
particles of water through which a
wave travels move in a nearly circular path. Thus (unless the wave is
breaking), while the wave motion
moves forward, the water through
which it passes does not.
The height of a wave is the vertical
distance from its peak to its trough.
The length of a wave is the horizontal distance from peak to peak. The
steepness of a wave is defined by
the relationship between its length
and height. For sea kayaking, the
steepness of a wave is often more
important than its height.
A 4-foot wave with a length of 40
feet (a 1:10 ratio) would be quite
steep (much steeper and it would
break). A wave of the same height
but with a length of 400 feet (a
1:100 ratio) would be so “shallow”
as to be barely perceptible at sea.
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Waves on
Open
Water
by Malcolm Rowe

Waves with such widely divergent
ratios of height to length are not
uncommon.
The period of a wave is the time
between successive peaks. Wave
periods of up to 16 seconds are not
uncommon. Height and period are
not directly related. Thus, waves of
different heights can have the same
period, just as waves having the
same period can be of different
heights. However, longer waves
travel faster.

2. Wave Formation
Waves are created by the force of
wind on water. Properties of waves
are determined by (1) wind speed
(2) duration (for a given direction)
(3) fetch (the distance the wind
blows from that direction). Wind
generates new waves where others
already exist; thus, new and existing waves interact, often in complex ways.
For each wind speed there is a
maximum wave height. For example, a 15 knot wind will generate
waves of 3 feet after 5 hours, waves

of 4.5 feet after 15 hours, but waves
no higher than 5.5 feet no matter
how long the duration. By contrast,
a 10 knot wind will generate waves
of 2 feet after 5 hours, but no
higher.
Steepness relates to the stage of
formation or age of the wave. In
their early stages, waves are short
and (consequently) steep or
“choppy”. Such “wind waves” (or
“seas”) develop quickly in the immediate area of wind. Waves increase in height until wind direction
changes or maximum height is
reached for that wind speed.
Continued wind (from a given direction) not only causes waves to
increase in height; it also causes
them to lengthen, and their period
and speed to increase. The length,
period and speed of waves are interrelated. Thus, long, shallow waves
travel faster and have a longer period than do shorter, steeper waves.
Generally, wind waves die off
quickly when the wind drops or
(Continued on page 16) Waves
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Newfoundland (Cont’d. from page 4)
with the sun at about five or six
o’clock in the morning, to take advantage of the calmer water conditions, particularly when making at
least a twenty kilometer crossing of
a bay. I felt not only the physical
fatigue, but also the mental fatigue.
To continuously face the uncertainty of each day requires unlimited sense of self-motivation. I always wondered about the wind,
possible landing places, where to
end my day, and who I would meet.
And though there was certainty in
the routine of the paddling
day, there was always these
elements of uncertainty playing on my psyche. As the
weeks flowed into months, it
became easier to rest and
sleep solidly. Fatigue is combated with rest.
I had given myself four
months, from early May to
late August, to meet my primary goal which is to circumnavigate Newfoundland
by kayak. I’d estimated approximately 90 paddling
days averaging about 30 kilometers per day. This afforded
me with rest days if necessary and wind delays, another
challenge I often faced. I’d
been wind bound on the
lengthy sweep of a beach at
Lumsden for six days due to strong,
gusting, offshore winds. I also faced
the daily challenge when paddling
to find a safe and suitable landing
site. Newfoundland is nicknamed
“The Rock” for obvious reasons,
with beaches as rare as Joey
Smallwood aficionados. Most landing sites are cobble beaches. I
learned to accept the fact that my
kayak’s hull would show some
signs of wear and tear. And though
I chose to circumnavigate New-
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foundland due to its stark beauty,
I’d also selected Newfoundland
because of the Newfoundlanders’
reputation for being genuinely hospitable. I felt safe here, but always
wondered who I’d meet. I learned
to trust my instinct and intuition. I
enjoyed the balance of natural
beauty and outport communities
that were well spaced apart. Days of
solitude were balanced with evenings of social interaction.
I felt I was always hurrying as soon
as I launched. If the water was
calm, I wondered how long it would

ish my disregard to its potential
presence and power. I learned to be
in the moment as much as possible,
to enjoy each moment for what it
was, whether exploratory, rewarding, fearful, or challenging.
With long stretches of inhospitable
shoreline for landing, and sudden
wind changes, numerous times I
was challenged by large waves. I
prefer tailwinds, but when waves
become too big and steep, I found
that I was faced with balancing the
kayak by bracing often rather than
focusing on forward propulsion.
Swells, no matter their size, I
find soothing and hypnotic.
Paddling in Placentia Bay towards Merasheen Island, I had
literally hills of water rolling
beneath me in my favour,
sending the entire horizon
askew. It was exhilarating.
Now I truly felt what sea kayaking was like on the Atlantic
Ocean.
But hardship and challenges
were balanced with rewards. I
do believe that the greater the
risk, the greater the reward.
When things come easily in
life, what was the purpose?
How does one grow?

stay calm. If there was wind and
waves, I wondered if the wind
would swivel to my disadvantage,
or if it would increase in strength,
with building waves. Weather predictions were as unpredictable as
the weather itself! This sense of
urgency accompanied me on a constant basis. I’d given myself a secondary goal, to enjoy myself, but
often when I explored a cave, or
beached the kayak in an inviting
cove, I felt the wind would admon-

Beyond the natural beauty of
Newfoundland, the genuine
sincerity and hospitality of the
people has been astoundingly
remarkable. Arriving from the sea
by kayak, a mode of transportation
which Kenneth Tulk from Aspen
Cove would “not paddle across a
bowl of soup”, has afforded me the
opportunity to enter the homes and
lives of countless Newfoundlanders. I have heard their stories of
hardship, of the collapsing cod fishery due to the 1992 cod moratorium
and its reaching ramifications, of
(Cont’d. on page 12) Newfoundland
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Newfoundland (Cont’d from pg 11)
adolescents leaving the island in
droves seeking employment on the
mainland, leaving an aging population in communities shrinking in
population at an astonishing rate, I
can only wonder at the implications
and try to fathom the face of Newfoundland a decade from now. Will
their enduring spirit live on or is the
social fabric of Newfoundland in an
uncontrollable decline? Time will
tell. This province was built on the
cod fishery over the centuries. Telling Newfoundlanders that they
can’t catch cod is like telling the
Prairie farmers that they can’t grow
wheat!
Invitations for supper or for a bed
came frequently. One of my personal goals was to meet the people
of Newfoundland. Thus, I always
accepted their support and hospitality graciously. Day by day, week by
week, I listened to their stories.
Usually I met older couples, whose
grown children had left Newfoundland with a glum prospect for employment in their home province. It
was sad to hear this repeatedly.
Families are closely knit here, with
strong family ties only to be torn
apart by the economics of the times.
Will the sea beckon this generation
of youth to return once their bank
accounts are bulging? And though I
met a multitude of extraordinary
people, it was always as brief interludes, just barely getting to know
them and then moving on to the
next brief encounter. But I embraced these opportunities for connecting with the people from “The
Rock”. They enriched my experience beyond anything I’d dared to
dream possible. Their friendship,
kindness, hospitality, sincerity, and
altruistic attitude is everlasting
within me. It made a solitary journey an undeniably rewarding ex-
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perience, brushing away the
arduous, long days on water
beneath the comfort of warm,
soft, homemade quilts on land.
By accepting invitations from
caring people, I was able to
experience a culinary adventure away from my cooked
noodles, but rather immersed in
their culture completely. I ate
freshly boiled and fried cod
and halibut, cod tongues, scallops, lobster, and snow crabs. I
tasted the gamey flavour of
stewed moose meat and the tart
flavour of partridgeberry jam
and pie. I ate freshly made
bakeapple jam, hot off the
stove. I ate staples such as fish and
brews and tried local beer, my taste
buds and calorie hungry body amply rewarded. I sat by the warmth
of centrally located, large kitchen
stoves. I laughed and cried with
these people and felt welcome and
cared for. I felt like a traveler welcomed briefly into their lives rather
than a tourist passing through,
which is completely a different experience. I felt privileged and honoured to share so intimately in their
daily lives, people who struggle
with the highly regulated fishingsealing industry and absence of
grown children living nearby.
By visiting outport communities, I
was visiting Newfoundland well off
the beaten track. I was immersed in
a simple lifestyle, where family,
friends and seafarers are top priority, where materialistic possessions
and mortgages are unnecessary,
where food is harvested from the
sea by fishing and from the land by
hunting and gathering. And for the
most part, these people are happy
with their uncomplicated, slowerpaced, low stress lifestyle, with the
sound of the sea never far away. I
was rewarded by glimpsing a lifestyle unavailable in the large cities

Wendy
Killoran

of this diverse nation, Canada.
Being on the water and in small
outport communities for an extended period of time, I was able to
pursue the simple pleasures in life
that provide great joy. Scouring
beaches for stones and weathered
glass is always a welcome diversion
for myself. Gazing at the ever
changing texture, colour, motion,
and sound of water reaches deep
into my soul, a therapeutic, necessary pleasure. Staying in the present
moment, absorbing my surroundings, experiencing cetacean encounters, observing the sky and the vastness surrounding me is something
I’m denied in my busy city life, yet
I find deeply rewarding. Watching
the alpenglow on mountains, listening to birds screech or sing, smelling wild roses and the aroma of tundra baking in the sun, provides a
cornucopia of sensory overdrive. I
gulp it in.
This extended journey has helped
me reach for new personal limits
and helped me grow as a person,
extending my comfort zone
boundaries. To succeed is to grow,
but to not try is to never know. By
accomplishing arduous paddling
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with a plethora of challenges, I have
needed to remain confident, creative, spontaneous, and to apply
good judgement. Many frown upon
paddlers going solo, but by paddling solo, I am accountable for my
own actions and thoughts. It certainly helped me to choose to be
cautious. There was little margin
for error in regards with arrogance
and stupidity. I felt strong. I felt
self-empowered.
And though I crave solitude, I am
not a solitary person. And thus the
journey evolved from a shared experience with Freya Hoffmeister
along the south shore, camped in
the wilderness, to a solo experience
thereafter on the water, visiting outport communities at the end of each
paddling day. Solitude provides
time for reflection and contemplation. It provides valuable time spent
with myself. It allows me time to
meet my personal needs, perhaps
selfishly. Everyone should experi-
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ence solitude, now that lives have
become so hurried, complicated,
busy, and demanding.
I am most astonished by the extent
of serendipitous moments encountered on this journey, and there
were many. The flow, evolution,
and connectedness of this journey
have left me gaping in awe and
wonder. I am a staunch believer that
everything happens for a reason,
and am certain that with time, the
physical journey will answer many
unresolved questions of my inner
journey. Ironically, Graham Oliver
from Kippens had remarked to his
friend Dan Rumbolt in Stephenville
at 2:00pm on August 4, 2006, that
he thought that the kayak lady he’d
seen on the CBC interview should
be near Stephenville according to
his calculations, a city of 8000 residents. Precisely one hour later, I
was knocking on Dan’s door. Unbelievable? Destiny? What can I say?
It was as though he was expecting

my arrival. Some things are simply
inexplicable.
But throughout this extraordinary
journey, I have learned to embrace
life. I have discovered that the people are endearing, the landscape is
vast and starkly beautiful, the ocean
is unforgiving, and that Newfoundland, the “Rock”, is not only a special place for innumerable reasons,
but also holds a special place in my
heart. To paddle ‘round the Rock, is
a journey beyond comparison.

Wendy would like to thank her
many supporters and sponsors,
especially Kokatat and WenonahCurrent Designs.
This article was reprinted from the
Autumn 2006 issue of QAYAQ, the
newsletter of the Great Lakes Sea
Kayak Association.
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Right Angle Falls

Scotland (Continued from page 5)
a severe boil at the bottom in higher water After this we
returned to the hostel for some food and sleep.
The next day I opted for a scenic paddle down the Nevis
River which lays at the base of Ben Nevis, the UK's highest mountain. The Nevis was a much tamer river maybe
class 2 but I was glad of that as we floated by taking in

Airborne!

beautiful mountains and valleys while the highland
cattle curiously followed us along the shore.
I paddled several more times with my friends during
my stay in Scotland and I look forward to returning
some day to do some more.
Scotland and the UK in general have a lot to offer the
traveling river or sea kayaker. The Isle of Sky on the
extreme West coast of Scotland is a haven for sea
kayakers. For river kayakers, there's not much chance
that you'll get a first descent, the rivers are well documented for all water levels so you know when a river
is do-able. As well there is plenty to choose from. In
the region where we were, there were two playspots,
over 30 rivers for the mere mortal and another 20 or
so for those inclined to tempt fate.
For more information on rivers in the UK check out
http://www.ukriversguidebook.co.uk/rivers.htm
Photo Credits: Derek Watts and others.

Highland cattle
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Labrador (Continued from page 7)
around one more point. Had to paddle across “Open Bay”; 2-3 ft
waves with white caps and quite
windy. We have no option but to
paddle across, tired and scared. Finally made it across and found protection from the southeasterly wind.
Forty kms completed today. I really
enjoyed Paddler 1’s company on
this trip, he made me feel “safe and
comfortable”.
Day 6, awoke at 5 am, still not right
with my stomach. Paddler 1 fed me
some of his porridge (thanks to
him.) We were on the water by 8
am, a little choppy, but a bay protected us. We rounded the point into
open ocean and big swells (4-5 ft),
strong winds. After about seven
kms of the hardest paddling yet, we
found protection on an island
(another abandoned fishing village).
After our break, we headed out into
stronger winds and 5-6 ft swells
with waves and white caps. Lost
sight of our group at times. We
made it to another island that offered some protection from the
wind. By lunch we decided that we
should wait to see if the wind (and
now rain) would let up some. We
built a makeshift shelter with a tarp
and everyone was cold, wet and
uncomfortable. Decided as a group
that we needed to get across the last
stretch to “Shoal Bay” (about 3-4
km south). We headed out in 6-7 ft
swells and really gusty wind. Really
scared and asked God to protect us
all, finally made it across after 90
min. I think I moved from Novice
to Intermediate Paddler by this
point. Found protection from the
easterly wind and seas. Set up our
tent (with added tarp), found a nice
brook for fresh water. Got out of
our wet clothes and into sleeping
bags, hot food in our stomachs. I
thought we should try the SAT
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phone again (Paddler 1 said “it
won’t work but fill your boots”) IT
WORKED!!! Got Paddler 1 to call
his wife. I was too emotional to call
my wife (I was fighting back tears).
Found out we were in a Gale Warning. If I had any doubts of God’s
majesty and grace, it had completely vanished. God favored us
with his protection again that day. I
was really home sick for my wife
and boys.

out, the wind and surf were still
really high, so no paddling that day.
Paddlers 2 and 3 fashioned a
clothesline between some rocks. By
5 pm, my clothes were dry, we had
a nice supper and a talk. We were
now bound for Charlottetown
(about 100 kms). The forecast was
for light winds and sunny skies.
Paddler 2 found a seal skull and I
kept all of the teeth to show the
boys.

Day 7, the storm arrived, but not
before switching from a southeast
to a northeast wind, leaving both
tents completely exposed. Our tarp
came off, but over all, not too bad.
“Safe and comfortable” was about
to end. Paddlers 2 and 3 had been
getting pounded all night by the
wind and the rain. By 6 am, they
decided to move a half km south to
find some protection (traveling
across a bog). With Paddlers 2 and
3 gone, we were taking the direct

Day 8, the sun came out with calm
winds and not a ripple of waves.
The best paddling yet, lots of protected water. Our group split up for
the first time, as we could not agree
as to the course we should take,
Paddlers 2 and 3 wanted to go to
the unprotected side (open ocean)
of an island, Paddler 1 and I wanted
to take the sheltered (safe) side. We
met up at “Comfort Head”, at this
amazing cove (the entrance was
only about six feet wide). Found a
two-tiered waterfall and had a wonderful lunch. After lunch we continued on, the weather was awesome. I
became a jukebox, sang every song
I could think of. By the time we had
stopped for the night, we had completed 47 kms. Nice day’s work.
Felt wonderful. Could make Charlottetown tomorrow, if the weather
was like today. Watched the most
beautiful sunset with a sense of accomplishment.

… got our shelter
built, back into
the sleeping bag
and some hot coffee into me. OK,
end of hissy fit,
call off the evac.
force. We decide to move too. The
wind snapped two of the carbonfiber tent poles. Soaking wet, exhausted, and a little scared, I voted
we use our newly acquired communication to call for assistance. We
got our shelter built, back into the
sleeping bag and some hot coffee
into me. OK, end of hissy fit, call
off the evac. By noon, the sun was

Day 9, awoke at 4:45 am and
watched the sunrise, I just felt so
full of emotion for what I was
learning on this trip. I love the Labrador moss, soft and comfortable
for sleeping. On the water by 7 am.
I sang “Amazing Grace” as a thankyou for the nicest morning yet. We
had one more stretch of open water,
about nine kms, and then it was
fully protected all the way to Charlottetown. WOW, what a stretch,
(Continued on page 16) Labrador
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Labrador (Cont’d. from page 15)
there was not a bit of wind and still
there were 6-7 ft swells. Really
choppy close to the cliffs and lots of
spray (I would hate to have had to
do this with any type of wind). The
water was in turmoil; Paddler 1 and
I decided to move offshore about 1
km to see if we could get out of the
rough water. It was calmer, but now
a boat was coming right at us. It
was a trawler and he was dragging
(that means he has right of way).
We moved inshore and I was close
enough to see the deck hand wave
Waves (Continued from page 9)
changes direction. However, where
the wind has imparted enough energy over a sufficient duration, such
“seas” continue after the wind
ceases and regularize themselves
into longer (less steep) and faster
waves. Thus, “seas” can become
ocean swell (or “rollers”).

Sea Kayaking
1. The Sudden Appearance of
Seas
How can it be that it takes 15 knot
winds 15 hours to generate 4.5 foot
waves when such waves can appear
quickly after winds pick up? The
answer is that while the wind may
just have reached you, it has been
generating the waves elsewhere for
a longer period. The wind is new to
you, but not to the waves it has generated.

2. Opposing Winds & Current
Opposing wind causes waves to
lose energy and, thus, height. However, this takes time; the immediate
effect of opposing wind is to
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to us. Paddler 1 shouted “WAKE”;
I saw the wake of the boat, which
was doing about 15-20 kts. Now
that I had to turn into the wake, I
rode up over the first wave and as I
was coming down, got covered by
the second wave, just cresting as it
hit me. I quickly looked back to see
Paddler 1 just about to do the same
thing. I can see half of the bottom
of his boat as he goes up the first
wave. Very cool and scary. He got
the sea soaker too. Rounded “Cape
Bluff” into calm water. By 5 pm we
arrive in Charlottetown. I slept in a
hotel bed and hated it. I guess I got

used to the “Moss and Quiet”.

steepen waves. Thus, care should be
taken to note swell direction and
wind direction (each is set out in a
different forecast). Waves are also
steepened by opposing current.

new waves (“seas”) are constantly
being generated by local winds. All
these can be heading in different
directions, with different steepness
and different periods.

3. Steepness Matters More
than Height

Where swell cross one another and
especially where they interact with
local wind waves, the seas can become confused, as crest adds to
crest, then trough to trough, then
trough and crest cancel, all in unpredictable patterns. Steepness can
change radically and rapidly. In
such a situation, wave height can
matter greatly.

Steep waves are demanding. Taken
head-on, the kayak rises sharply to
the crest, then falls roughly into the
trough. Taken abeam, one must tilt
the kayak into each wave, then reverse the tilt as the kayak drops into
the trough. A quartering sea causes
the kayak to yaw. Taken astern,
seas can surf and broach a kayak.
By contrast, ocean swell at sea, being shallow waves, are often hardly
noticed. (Along the coast or at the
shore is a different matter.) One
paddles over swell with little practical effect, even when the waves are
moderately large. Thus, the steepness of waves counts more than
height in terms of boat control.

4. Crossing Seas
Swell can travel many hundreds of
miles. Thus, swells from several
directions (generated by different
storms) can cross one another. Also,

This trip changed my life. I hope I
can slow down and take a look
around, savor every day. I would
like to thank Paddler 2 for letting
me share his adventure and especially to Paddler 1 for helping me
make it through the tough parts.
[Editor’s note: the author requested
we withhold the names of his paddling companions. Hopefully there
are some safety lessons we can all
learn from this adventure.]
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The Chances We Take (or not)
To Take a Risk:
to expose oneself to potential loss.
from Latin risicare: to navigate
around a cliff or rock
A very appropriate definition for sea kayaking, don’t
you think? Every time we launch our kayaks at the
water’s edge this is what we do: take a risk. Why we
all come back safely is largely due to steps we have
taken to reduce the risk and make our day on the water
a fun experience.
Sea kayaking has become very popular especially in
this province with a large number of new paddlers taking to the water each year. Visibly this appears to be a
very low risk activity. Look at the advertising: Sunny
skies, mirror-calm waters, and all of nature’s wonders.
Concerns arise when new and inexperienced paddlers
team up with a buddy and venture out. Suited up with
their warm, dry clothes and PFD, they strap on their
pumps, tow ropes and paddle floats, and off they go.
They paddle along an exposed coast and eventually the
wind comes up and they encounter some rough water.
Unable to brace or roll, one paddler capsizes. The rescuer has trouble controlling his boat in the waves and
takes a long time to help the swimmer get back in his
boat. The swimmer is very cold and there is nowhere
to go ashore. In a blink of an eye, a fun day on the water has turned disastrous. Sea kayaking is a high risk
activity for these paddlers.

by Sue Duffett

The equipment these paddlers had was essential but they
needed more. The best equipment paddlers can take on the
water is good judgment. Good judgment comes from
knowledge, skills and experience. Kayak education is a
small investment when compared to the initial investment to
acquire a boat and all the gear. Time to practice learned
skills is another good investment. Skills such as boat control and rescues, learned on flat water, need to be practiced
in rough water. A trip to a new area requires information on
weather and marine hazards. Experience comes from exploring new places with new people with new challenges.
This doesn’t happen overnight but is a gradual and never
ending process. It’s a journey with no destination.
As paddlers acquire knowledge, attain skills and gain experience they will reduce the risk, the potential for harm or
loss. Every time we put our boats in the water we learn
something. We add that to our little packet of knowledge
and when times get tough we search though our ever growing packet to keep us safe on the water.
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Sea Kayaking
Handbook of Safety and Rescue by D. Alderson &
M. Pardy, Chapters 3 & 5 (2003, International Marine/Ragged Mountain Press)
Sea Kayaking: A Manual for Long-Distance Touring by J. Dowd, Chapters 6-8 (2004, 5th ed., Douglas
& McIntyre/Greystone Book)
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